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Frost Blisters of the Bear Rock
Spring Area nearFort Norman, N. W .T.
ROBERT O. van EVERDINGEN’
ABSTRACT. Frost mounds of the frost blister type form every winter at the site of a group of cold mineralized springs on the east side of
Bear Rock near Fort Norman, Northwest Temtories, Canada. During each of four years of observation (1975-1978) three to five frost
blisters formed, with measured heights ranging from 1.4 to 4.9 m, and with horizontal dimensions between 20 and 65 m.Locations of the
blisters varied somewhat, presumably in response to differences in temperature regime and snow cover. Mature frost blisters consisted of a
layer of frozen ground (20-85 cm thick) and a layer of ice (25-85 cm thick), covering a cavity which in some cases was over 4.0 m high. The
cavities contained water during formation of the frost blisters; they were empty by spring. Time-lapse photography revealed that frost
blisters can grow as fast as 0.55 maday”, and that some of them fracture, drain and partially subside one or more times before reaching
their full height. During the summer, degradation occurs as a result of thawing and slumping of the soil cover andby melting and collapse of
the ice layer; portions of the ice layer, or an uncollapsed section of a frost blister, can survive until the second summer after their formation.
Water chemistry and isotope studies revealed that the frost blisters are formed by pressure build-up in subsurface water below seasonal
frost and that the ice layers accumulate by gradual downward freezing in a Closed (or intermittently opened) systein filled with water
derived from the Bear Rock spring system. Similar frost blisters are found in other areasof groundwater discharge in a variety of locations.
Key words: frost blisters, hydraulic uplift, springs, icings, permafrost, environmental isotopes, time-lapse photography
RÉSUMÉ. Un groupe de sources froides minéralisées du côté est de Bear Rock, près de Fort Norman, dans les Territoires du
Nord-Ouest au Canada, est chaque hiver en butte à des tertres de gel sous forme de talus gClis. Au cours de quatre annéesd’observation
(1975 à 1978).la formation de trois àcinq talus a été notée, ceux-ci mesurant entre 1.4 et 4,9 m de hauteur et d’un diamètre variant entre 20 et
65 m. L’emplacement des talus variait quelque peu, probablement en raison des différences dans les régimes de température et la
couverture de neige. Les talus gélis complètement développés consistaient d’une couche de terre gelée (20à 85 cm d’épaisseur) et d’une
couche de glace (25 à 85 cm d’épaisseur), couvrant une cavité qui faisait dans certains cas jusqu’à 4.0 m en hauteur. Ces cavités
renfermaient de l’eau durant la formation des talus et se vidaient avant l’arrivée du printemps. Des photographies accélérées ont indiqué
que les talus peuvent grandir jusqu’à 055 m.jour”, et que certains d’entre eux se fracturent, s’écoulent et s’effondrent en partie une ou
plusieurs fois avant d’atteidre leur hauteur maximale. I1 s’ensuit une dkgradation au cours de l’été par suite du dégel et de l’affaissement de
la couverture de sol et de la fonte et de l’effondrement de la couche de glace; des portions de la couche de glace ou des sections non
effondréesdu talus gélis peuvent demeurer intactesjusqu’au deuxième été suivant leur formation. La chimie hydrique et I’étude d’isotopes
ont signalé que les talus sont formés par une augmentation de la pression hydraulique sousterraine sous Is couche de glace saisonniere et
aussi que les couches de glaces accumulées lors d’un gel progressif vers le basdans un système clos (ou ouvert par intervalles) se gonflent
d’eau tirée du réseau de sources de Bear Rock. Des talus semblables ont eté trouvés dans d’autres régions de déchargement d’eau
sous-terrestre, dans divers milieux.
Mots clés: talus gélis, levée hydraulique. sources, glaçages, pergélisol, isotopes de l’environnement, photographie accélérée
Traduit pour le journal par Maurice Guibord.
INTRODUCTION

Bear Rock, forming the extreme southeastern portion of
the Norman Range, is situated north of the Mackenzie
River just west of the confluence of Great Bear River
(Fig. 1). Three groups of sulfurous mineral springsoccur
aroundBearRock (Fig. 2). Two of these were briefly
et al. (1973);
described by Hume (1954) and by Hughes
their water chemistry and
stable-isotope composition were
discussed by Michel (1977).
In early June 1975, several frost mounds were found at
one ofthe springsites (Lat. 64”55’22”N,Long. 125”39’22”),
on the east side of Bear Rock, about 4 km WNW of Fort
Norman. Observations and surveys during 1975 and 1976
revealed that (1) new mounds formed in slightly different
positions during consecutive winters; (2) they degraded
partially or completely during the summer; and (3) they
contained an empty
cavity under afrozen dome consisting
of a layer of frozen ground underlain by alayer of ice. A
tentative explanation of the mechanismof their formation
was given by van Everdingen (1978), who suggested that
the termfrost blister (Muller, 194559) be reserved for this
type of frost mound.

Location of the Bear Rock area.
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THE SPRINGS AT BEAR ROCK

Setting

The cold mineralized springs on the east side of Bear
Rock emerge from moss-covered rocky talus overlying
red beds and evaporites of the Upper Cambrian Saline
River Formation along the base of the mountain (Fig. 2,
after Hume ,1954).
The talus is derived from
Lower Devonian and Upper Cambrian dolomites exposed in cliffs above
the spring site. The spring outlets are situated along the
edge of a large grass-and-sedge-covered glade
in the forest
(Fig. 3). Discharge fromthe springs traverses the glade in
several runoff channels that join a large stream channel
draining intothe Mackenzie Riversouth of the spring site
(Fig. 2). Mineral precipitates are deposited by the spring
water along some of the runoff channels. A large part of
the spring deposit in the northern portion of the glade is
devoid of vegetation other than mosses and lichens. The
glade and the surrounding forest are underlain by permafrost.
The springs are perennial. During the winter their discharge freezes to form icings, locally up to 1.5 m thick,
that cover the glade and the discharge channels and may
extend onto the ice cover of the Mackenzie River. Most
of
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FIG. 2. Geology of the Bear Rock area (after
Hume, 1954). (1) Tertiary;
(2) Cretaceous; (3) Upper Devonian shales; (4) Middle Devonian limestones; (5) Lower Devonian Bear Rock Formation;(6) Lower Devonian Upper Cambrian dolomites; (7) Upper Cambrian Saline River Formation; (8) spring area. Arrowhead indicates study area.

Field observations and surveys of the Bear Rock frost
mounds werecontinued intermittently through1978. Daily
time-lapse photography was successfully used during
the
period September 1977 to May 1978 to record the timing
and rate of growth of the frost mounds (van Everdingen
and Banner, 1979). The photography was continued into
September 1978to record the timing and mode
of degradation. Samples from the ice layers in several of the frost
mounds were analysed for stable isotopes of oxygen and
hydrogen in anattempt to elucidate further the process of
frost-blister formation.
This paper presents a summary of the observations
during the period from June 1975 to October 1978, with
emphasis on the annual variations in shapes, dimensions
and positions of the frost mounds in the spring area; an
interpretation of a full year of time-lapse photography in
terms of timingand rate of growth, and timing and mode of
decay of the frost mounds; and an interpretation of the
environmental isotope data. The final sectionof the paper
identifies a number of other frost-blister occurrences, based
on the author’s observations and on descriptions in the FIG. 3. Sketch map of the spring area at Bear Rock (after van Everdingen,
literature.
1978).
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TABLE 1. Physical and chemicaldata for the Bear Rock springs
Spring
No. 1
13-9-78
13-9-78
9-9-75
ll-5-76b
13-9-78
9-9-75
13-9-78
9-9-75
13-9-78
11-675
9-9-75
9-9-75

Spring No. 2

Spring No. 3

Spring No.4

Spring No.5

Spring No. 6

1.6
1.5
2210
594
40.2
5.5
1.8
0.18

2.6
4.8
1.5
1.6
1650 1536
413
310
39.0
31.9
2.5
2.0
1.3
1.2
0.15
0.12

4.9
1.9
0.1
1.5
7.5
1.5
1500 1638 1529
371
327
358
31.0
40.0
32.8
1.9
2.3
2.0
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.04
0.05
0.22

1.1
5.0
1.6
1.5
1989
1620
392
436
27.2
33.9
1.9
2.0
1.1
1.2
0.14 CO.04

4.3
2.8
7.6
1.5
21
10
2025
413
528
32.0
34.2
3.1
3.0
1.2
1.5
0.04
0.16

4.0
3.1
1.5
1.5
1500 1434
352
289
44.0
38.8
1.9
2.5
1.4
1.2
0.01
0.14

332
1050
c1
1.o
F
0.43
4.0
SiOz
Sum135314731451133616122029
1816195911111578

320
320
830
660
1.9
0.5
0.58
0.65
4.0
4.3

Source
Date

Temp., "C
pH, units
Cond."
Ca

Mg
Na
K
Fe
HC03

so4

312

I40
2.0
0.50
3.8

317
736
1.0
4.4

305
680
0.5
0.60
4.2

+0.17
-0.38
-0.14

+0.20
-0.31
-0.21

-

271

293
940
0.7
0.5
0.38
0.63
3.8
4.3

880

301
295
1090 lo00
0.1
2.2
0.42
0.52
4.0
4.4

303

295
600
0.1
2.1
0.11
0.58
4.5
4.0

150

Degrees of saturation, log (QIK):

Calcite
Dolomite
Gypsum

+0.38
-0.16
+0.13

+0.26 +0.31
-0.25 -0.02
-0.06 -0.24

+0.18
-0.36
-0.15

+0.25
-0.41
-0.05

+0.28
-0.21

-0.00

+0.30
-0.33
+0.11

+0.41
-0.08
+0.04

+0.18
-0.28
-0.15

+0.14
-0.34
-0.30

Tonductivity in pS.cm"; ionic concentrations in mg.1".
bFlow from fracture in icing mound E76.

the dissolved-mineralcontent of the spring water is precipitated duringfreezing; it is found as a powdery coatingon
rocks and vegetation in the glade after melting of the
icings.
Hydrochemistry
Water samples for chemical analysis were collected
from the Bear Rock springs in 1975 (Michel, 1977; van
Everdingen, 1978) and again inlate 1978. Water temperature, conductivity and pH were measured in the field at the
time of sampling. The results of the field measurements
and the chemical analyses are listed in Table1.
The water of the BearRocksprings
is aCa(Mg)S04(HC03)water. The data in Table 1 show appreciable
variation in concentration between samples taken from
the different springs at the same time, and also between
samples taken from the same spring at different times.
Relative compositions, however, are similar.
Q/Kin Table1)
The results
of equilibrium calculations (log
indicate that the water from the springs is supersaturated
with respect to calcite and that the water of springs nos.1
and 5 is supersaturated with respect to gypsum. None of
the spring waters show supersaturation with respect to
dolomite.
The mainactive spring deposit outlined in Figure 3 was
found toconsist of calcite (92%), quartz (5%) and dolomite
(2%). A mineral evaporite found locally on mosses and
other low plants consists of gypsum (95%) and calcite
(5%); the powdery precipitate left behind after melting of

the icings inthe glade is similar to the evaporite with more
than 95% gypsum and minor calcite.
It is likely that the Bear Rock springsderive their water
from recharge throughbrecciated dolomite (and possibly
gypsum or anhydrite) of the Bear Rock Formation, and
through dolomites of the Franklin Mountain Formation,
both of which are exposed on Bear Rock at elevations
site, at
between 300 and 450 m above sea level. The spring
an elevation of approximately 125 m above sea level, overlies red beds and
evaporites of the Saline River Formation.
The significant dissolved calcium and sulfate contents of
the spring water could thus be derived, through dissolution of gypsum or anhydrite, from evaporite beds in either
the Bear Rock or the Saline RiverFormation, or both.
Environmental Isotopes
The waters of the Bear Rock springs have been analysed
for a numberof environmental isotopes, including sulfur34, deuterium (*H), oxygen-18 and tritium (3H),to determine the source of the dissolved sulfate, the source of the
water and the approximate residence time of the water in
the subsurface flow system.
Sulfirr-isotope analyses of dissolved sulfate collected
from five of the springs in 1975 gave 634Svalues ranging
from + 25.1 to + 32.7%0(van Everdingen,1978; expressed
as per mil deviations relative to the usual standard, Caiion
Diablo meteorite troilite). Analyses of a second set of
samples, collected in 1978, gavesimilarvalues.These
results indicate that the Saline River Formation, with a
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mean 634Svalue for evaporite sulfate of “29.7 & 2.2%0
(van Everdingen et al., 1982) is the main source for the
dissolved sulfate, and that the contribution of sulfate from
the BearRock Formation, with a mea? 634S value of
+ 17.8 2 l.8%0(van Everdingenet al., 1982) is negligible.
Deuterium and oxygen-18 analyses have peen made on
samples of spring water collected in 1975 [Michel, 1977;
van Everdingen,1978) and in 1978. The results are listed in
and ti1%, expressed as
Table 2 as isotope abundances a2H
per mil deviations from Standard MeanOceanWater
(SMOW), and they are illustrated by Figqre 4a.
As the most likely source of the spring water is atmospheric precipitation (rechargingthe flow system through
infiltration of rain and snowmelt), samples
qf precipitation
collected at Norman Wells have
also been analysedfor 2H
and I8O abundances; the results are listed in Table 2 and
illustrated by Figure 4b. The least-squares best fit to the
precipitation data is represented by dashed lines in Figures 4a and 4b; lines marked“Fort Smith” represent the
least-squares best fit to isotope data for precipitation that
fell between 1961 and 1967 at Fort Smith, N.W.T., the
nearest station for which such backgrounddata are available. Both the Fort Smith and Norman Wells lines differ
only slightly from the general relationship between the
two isotopes in meteoric waters, described by the equationa2H = A6180 B, whereAisgenerally8 0. l and B
is approximately 10 ? 10 (Craig, 1961).

*

+

TABLE 2. Environmental isotope data for the Bear Rock
springs
S’*O,

Source

Spring No. 1
Spring No. 2
Spring No. 3
Spring No. 4
Spring No. 5

Spring No. 6

Date

9-9-75
9-9-75
13-9-78
9-9-75
13-9-78
13-9-78
11-6-75
9-9-75
13-9-78
9-9-75
13-9-78

%O

SMOW

-22.9
-22.9
-23.1
-22.8
-23.1
-23.6
-23.6
-23.2
-23.4
-22.4
-22.9

%O

6’H,
SMOW

-177.1
-176.6
-175.0
-175.3
-176.0
-178.0
-179.2
-178.4
-181.0
-176.3
-178.8

’H,
units

207 f 58
209 f 79
117 f 8
195 f 33
117 2 8
116 f 8
218 f 44
217 f 53
123 zt 8
220 f 70
143 zt 8

THE FROST BLISTERS AT BEAR ROCK

Incidental Observations

Precipitation
at Nonpan Wells

Rain
Snow
Snow
Snow
Snow
Snow
Snow
Snow

Figures 4a and 4b showthat precipitation is the source
of the Bear Rock springwater. The detailed plot (Fig.4a)
illustrates the magnitude of variations in a2H(3.1 to 6.0%)
and in 6l80 (0.7 to 0.8%0)between samplesof the various
springs collected on the same date, and those between
samples from a single spring collected on different dates
(up to 2.6%0for S2Hand up to 0.5%0for 6l80). The variations between springs likely reflect varying additions of
shallow fresh-water seepage to the discharge; the smaller
temporal variations could easily result fromvariations in
the isotopic compositionof the recharge (see ranges of ti2H
and 6l80for precipitation samplesin Table 2 and Fig. 4b).
Tritium analyses for the ‘spring water and precipitation
samples are listed in Table 2. They are illustrated by Figure 4c which also shows the range of natural tritium levels
and a plot of the tritium levels found
in monthly precipitation collected at Fort Smith, N.W.T. (between 1961 and
1969) and at Ottawa, Ontario (between 1968 and 1975).
The high 3Hconcentrations during thisperiod, with a very
high peakaround 1963, reflectman-made additions of
tritium fromatmospheric testing of nuclear weapons.
The 3H values for precipitation sampled at Norman
Wells in 1977 and 1978 conform reasonably well to the
trend of gradually decreasing 3H values indicated by the
historic data. The 3H values for the 1975 spring-water
samples suggestthat the water was derived from precipitation that fell at some time duringthe period 1961 to 1972.
The decline in 3H
concentrations in the spring water, from
an average of 210 T.U. in September 1975 to an average of
123 T.U. in September 1978, suggests that the water represents precipitation that fell around 1969 or 1970.
The 2H,
3H and I8Odata thus indicate that the Bear Rock
springs discharge water.
that fell as precipitation some five
or six years earlier. The relatively short residence time is
interpreted as reflecting a relatively short flow system.
The sulfur-isotope data show that the water derived its
dissolved sulfate fromevaporite of the Saline River Formation, indicatingthat the flow system is not
restricted to
flow inthe active layer and that the discharge mustascend
through a talik or taliks in the permafrost.

22-9-77
23-9-77
23-9-77
1-10-78
7-10-78
7-10-78
10-10-78
10-10-78

-24.5
-20.3
-20.2
-20.0
-24.2
-22.8
-31.5
-31.9

-186.5
-155.6
-157.7
-156.4
-190.4
-180.5
-244.5
-250.0

99 f 10
100 f 10

-

69 zt 8
41 f 12
27 sf: 12
19 f 8

Analyses by F.A. Michel, Department of Earth Sciences, University of
Waterloo.

Several frost mounds formeach year in the glade of the
Bear Rock springsite. The photographs in Figure5 , taken
in late winter or early spring, showthe frost mounds that
formed in three consecutive winters.
The new frost mounds that form during a particular
winter are usually covered with icing ice, indicating that
the ground inthe glade is covered by icing beforethe frost
mounds start growing. Remnants of frost mounds from
previous winters may not be covered by icing, if they are
high enough (e.g. the 1975 mound D in Fig. 5b).
Some thickness of frozen soil, with its vegetation cover,
is apparently lifted up during the formation of the frost
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FIG. 4. Environmental isotope data: (a) ti2H vs. 6"Ofor the Bear Rock springs (numbers refer to Fig. 3); (b) ti2H vs. S'*O for precipitation at Norman
Wells (line representing precipitation at FortSmith is based on data forthe period 1961-1967, IAEA Environmental Isotope Data Series); (c)tritium
data for the Bear Rock springs and for precipitation (Fort Smith and Ottawa data from IAEA Environmental Isotope Data Series).
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FIG. 8. Cavities below the ice layers inside two of the Bear Rock frost blisters (16June 1976): (a) E76, portion of ice cut away; (b) F76,showing
lenses of segregated ice in soil just above icelayer.
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FIG. 9. Fractures associated with the Bear Rock frost blisters: (a) ice-filled fracture along the crest of frost blister F76, 1 1 May 1976, viewed

straight down (tape shows centimetres); (b) tree trunk split by fracturing of frozen ground near frost blister G76, 16 June 1976.

FIG. 10. Icing blister E76: (a) ground-level view looking north, 22 March 1976 (note absence of bushes on blister); (b) block of ice produced by
rupture, 20 March 1976 (top is at left, tape shows centimetres).

FROSTBEAR ROCK SPRING

FIG. 11.

25 I

Locations of frost mounds at Bear Rock: (a) spring 1975;(b) spring 1976; (c) spring 1977; (d) spring 1978 (plotted on airphoto A22889-147).

early stages of their formation the water in the frostmound cavities is under pressure; in somecases rupturing
of the cover of ice and frozen ground allowspart or all of
the water to drain out. Evidence of such draining is visible
in Figure5b, downslope from moundE; on twooccasions
small lobes of icingwere found oneither side of a fracture
along the crest of a previously ruptured frost mound. The
fractures may subsequentlyheal byfreezingif water refills
the cavity, as illustrated by the ice-filled fracture shown in
Figure 9a. The fractures, extending through the frozen
ground, cut through roots and onoccasion split the trunks
of smalltrees that happen to be intheir path (Fig. 9b). The
apparent involvement of free water in the formation of
these frost mounds led to the suggestion of the termfrost
blister for this type of frost mound (van Everdingen, 1978).

Only once during the study period, in the 1975/76 winter, afrost mound was formed that did not show grass or
small bushes protruding through its cover of icing and
snow (Fig. loa). At the time the photograph wastaken, the
mound had just ruptured, a large amount of water had
drained out, and the left-hand portion of the mound had
subsided by 1.4 m. Measurements through a fracture in
the top of the mound revealed a 1.5 m thick ice layer
overlying an empty'cavity,0.9 m high, with a floor of ice.
Observations during the spring of 1976 found that the ice
floor of the cavity had in turn overlain domed layers of
frozen groundand ice covering a second cavity. This
mound was apparently a composite, consisting of an icing
blister overlying a frost blister (van Everdingen, 1978).
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Near the base of the composite mound several large
blocks of ice were foundfrozen into the icing surface. It
was assumedthat these ice blocks were part
of the original
icing cover of the mound, broken off andpushed out
during an earlier rupture episode. One of the blocks is
shown in Figure lob. Its upper
portion consistedof layered
icing ice (55 cm), its lower portion of clear massive ice
(28 cm), similar to that formed by freezing of a pool of
water.

In June 1975 four fresh frost blisters (B to E) were
present. A fifth one may haveexisted at the location
marked with a question mark in Figure lla, where fresh
collapse scars were evident. Remnants of a small frost
blister (markedA on Fig. 11) were presumedto date back
to the 1973/74 winter. Three frost blisters formed during
the 1975/76 winter; three during the 1976/77 winter; and
four duringthe 1977/78 winter.
Comparison of the four plots of Figure 11 indicates that
a frost blister formedat G in three (possibly four) consecuVariations in Position and Dimensions
tive winters. During the period of observation, frost blisSurveys were carried out periodically in the Bear Rock ters were formed onlyonce at A(1978), at B (1975), at F
spring area to determine the position and height of new
(1976) and at H (1977); twicein similar positionsat C(1975
frost blisters, and to monitor their decay. It was foundthat and 1977), at D (1975 and 1978) and at E (1975 and 1976);
the frost blisters form in slightly different positions in
and once in a position straddling the approximate posiconsecutive winters and that their shapes and sizes vary tions C and E (1978).
from year to year. This is illustrated by the four airphoto
The position with the most frequent recurrence of a
plots in Figure 11, which showthe positions and approxi- frost blister (G) is situated on the outflow channelof spring
mate outlines of the frost blisters found in the spring of no. 6 (Fig. 3); positions D and F are situated on the channel
each year from 1975 to 1978.
carrying outflow from springs no. 4 and 5; position H is
situated on the outflow channelof spring no.3 and position
B on that of spring no.2. The positions of frost blisters C,
E and E-C are not situated on any obvious outflow channel.
Most of the frost blisters observed at Bear Rockin the
period 1975 to 1978 were somewhat elongated in outline
L
"
"
.
(Fig. 11). Their horizontal dimensions ranged from
a minc
75
imum
of
about
20
m
for
their
short
axis
to
a
maximum
of
2\"""
about
65
m
for
their
long
axis.
In
many
cases
the
frost
1blisters were strongly asymmetric in cross section, with
the ENE-facing slopes (facing downhill, away from the
springs) muchsteeper than the WSW-facing slopes (Figs.
5b, 6). Similar asymmetryof frost blisters was observed in
Mongolia by Froehlich and Slupik(1978~).
Elevation data for individual frost blisters, identified by
their position and year of formation, are summarized in
Figure 12, which also shows the maximum height determined for each blister on the basis of the surveys. It should
be stressed that the maximum heights (withthe exception
of those for the 1976frost blisters E, F and G) are probably
less than the full original heights,because elevations were
not measured until early May or later, when some subsidence
could already haveoccurred.
The heightof afrost blister, as determined fromsurveys
4G76
made
beforethe occurrence of significant subsidence and
3again
after
collapse and melting
of the ice layer, is equiva2lent
to
the
thickness
of
its
ice
layer
plus the height of the
1G77\
- blister cavity. For example, the measured height of frost
its approximate ice thickH77
- blister C77 (2.48 m, Fig. 12) and
20.50
m
thick
soilcover) indicate that
ness
(0.60
m,
below
a
1the cavity in this frost blister must have been at
least
1.88 m high at its centre, which is considerably more than
1976
1975
the 1.1 m measured on 5 August 1977 (cf. under Incidental
FIG. 12.Summary of frost blister surveys, 1975through1977. Dots
Observations). Moreover, some subsidence had undoubtindicate height of the original highest point of each frost blister above
edly
alreadytaken place when it was
first surveyed on26
average terrain;open circles indicate remaining high point after partial
collapse.
June 1977. Similarly, cavity-centre heightsof
at least 2.74 m

1

c77k

"
"
"
"
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three cameras wereset to expose three frames each day at
solar noon.
Twenty plywood targets, 30.5 cm square and painted
half black and half white for maximum visibility under
most ground conditions, were installed on and between
remnants of earlier frost blisters to allow photogrammetric
measurements. The targets were subsequently surveyed,
using a WILD T2 Universal Theodolite.
The first set of time-lapse films was
retrieved on 3 May
1978. Recharged batteries and cameras with fresh film
were installed in the three systems on 6 May, to monitor
the decay of the frost blisters. All the targets and the four
new frost blisters that had formed duringthe winter were
surveyed on the next day. The time-lapse photography
was terminated andthe systems retrieved on 13 September 1978,after a total of 351days of operation. Targets and
15 September;
frost-mound remnants were re-surveyed on
the targets and other survey markers were subsequently
removed.
The daily negatives from cameras I and III (Fig. 1Id)
wereprintedon 12.5 X 20 cmblackandwhitephotographic
paper; examples are shown in Figure 14. The prints were
used to determinethe starting dates and the daily growth
of frost blisters E-C78, D78and G 78 (frost blister A78 was
located outside the field ofviewof the cameras). The
targets and a few identifiable fixedobjects in the photographs served as reference points for the measurements of
daily changesin the elevations of the highest pointsof the
frost blisters throughout the period covered by the photography. Available resolution varied from about
2 cm for
frost
blister
D78,
closest
to
the
cameras,
to
about
8 cm for
FIG. 13. Time-lapse camera system installed on a tree; main batteries
frost blister E-C78,farthest from the cameras. The results
visible at the baseof the tree.
of the measurements are shown in Figure 15b.A compariand 2.84 m, are indicated for frost blisters EX78 and G78 son withthe results of the 7 May 1978 survey indicated an
respectively, on the basis of the survey data (assuming ice accuracy of the order 10 cm (van Everdingen and Banthickness was equalto the maximum of 0.85 m measured ner, 1979).
The time-lapse record revealed a number of interesting
at Bear Rock).
aspects of the growth of frost blisters at Bear Rock during
Growth and Decay of Frost Blisters duringthe 1977178 Cycle the 1977/78 winter and it confirmed some inferencesthat
The progressive degradationof frost blisters in the sum- had been based on the earlier incidental observations.
Frost blister D78 started growing on 12 December and
mer after their formation had become well documented by
the end of 1976. Nothing was known,however, about the reached a height of 2.9 m by 24 December, indicating an
timing and rate of their formation, with the exception of average increase in height of 0.22 mqday”. It attained its
the fact that the 1975/76frost blisters were well developed maximum heightof 3.38m by 30January; two days later it
by 20 March 1976. In December 1976 it was decided that ruptured and subsided byapproximate 0.25 m; its height
the growth of frost blisters at the Bear Rock spring site remained relativelyconstant after that, until the end ofthe
could only be monitored through
the use of time-lapse freezing period.
photography.
The second frost blister, E-C78, developed duringthe
A battery-powered automatic time-lapse camera sys- period between 9 January and 22 April. Its growth was
temwasdeveloped for this purpose during early 1977 interrupted three times bythe occurrence of rupturing and
(Banner and van Everdingen, 1979). Final installation of subsidence of as much as 0.55 m, before it reachedits full
three cameras, on suitably positioned trees at the south height of 3.95 m. Smaller fluctuations in height after the
and east edges of the Bear Rock glade, took place on 26 main subsidenceevents may reflect further minor leakage
September 1977(van Everdingen and
Banner, 1979). Cam- episodes.
era locations are indicated in the 1978portion of Figure 11;
The third frost blister, G78, did not start developing
Figure 13 shows oneof the systems in early May 1978. All until 27 February. It underwent partial subsidence twice
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FIG. 14. Selected frames from time-lapse films from the west-looking camera No. III.

(up to0.85 m) before reachingits full height of4.92mon 18 ment of the frost blisters. These growth rates, as well as
April. It had suffered considerable subsidence (1.23 m) by the maximum heights reached by the frost blisters, far
the time of the survey on 7 May; frost blisters D78 and exceed the rates and maximum heights shown by ordinary
E-C78 showed only minorsubsidence (0.31 m and 0.36 m, frost hewing during a single winter.
respectively) by that time.
The spring
summer
and
portions of the time-lapse
phoThe time-lapse photography indicated increases
in height tography revealedthree slightly different modes
of decay.
of up to 0.55 meday" during the early stages of develop- Frost blister G78 subsided rapidly and relatively smoothly
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FIG. 15. The 1977/1978 frost-blistercycle at Bear Rock:(a) daily mean temperatures and daily precipitation at Norman
Wells airport; (b) growth and
decay curves for frost blisters D78,E-C78 and 078, from time-lapse photography.

and was obliterated 26byMay. Frost blister
EX78 remained
essentially unaffected until 2 June, when it underwent a
sudden subsidence of about 1.35 m. It deteriorated in a
stepwise fashionafter that. A few minorelevated portions
remained by the middle of September.
Frost blister D78 subsided slowly until
about mid-June;
subsidence of the central part was accelerated during the
last two weeks of June and the first week of July. On 18
July, a low "scarp" developed on the west side of the
collapsed centre; this scarp retreated in stages, reaching
the edge of the blister by mid-September. Only a small
portion of the frost blister, about 0.7 m high (equal to the
thickness of its ice layer), remained by 13 September.

The time-lapse photography confirmedthat surveys to
determine the full heightof frost blisters have to be carried
out during the winter. It also revealed that different frost
blisters would have to be surveyed for this purpose at
different times (e.g.frost blister D78 on 30 January, frost
blister G78 on 18 April andfrost blister EX78 on 22 April).
The maximum heights determined for those three frost
blisters on the basis of the time-lapse photography are
from 0.3 to 1.2 m higher than those determined on the
that the
basis of the 7 May survey. It should be added here
height of about 4.9 m determined for frost blister G78
implies a maximum height ofits cavity of over 4.0 m, ifthe
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thickness of its ice layer did not exceed the maximum of
0.85 m measured at Bear Rock during the study period.
Influence of Temperature and Snow Cover

It was presumed that the main factors influencing the
development (position, dimensions, timingand rate of
growth) of frost blisters at Bear Rock would be the temperature regime during
the winter andthe timing andextent
of snowcover. Temperature and precipitation data for the
Norman Wells Airport(the nearest weather station) have
beenused to investigate possible correlations between
these weather factors and various aspects of frost-blister
growth.
A plotof mean daily
temperature and daily precipitation
for the period 1 October 1977 to 31 October 1978 was
presented earlier in Figure 15. A summary of the potentially significant parameters (length of period with mean
temperature continuously below 0°C;
total degree-days of
freezing; extreme
minimum temperature, withdate of occurrence; and total precipitation, rain andsnow), covering the
period from1 September to 3 1 August for 1974/75,1975/76
and 1976/77, is given in Table 3. Graphs of cumulative
degree-days of freezing and cumulative snowfall for the
four winters are presented in Figure16 to simplify comparisons between the winters.
Comparison ofthe datain Table 3 and in Figures15a and
16 with Figure 11 reveals no obvious connection between
the weather factors and the numbers, positions or dimensions of the resulting frost blisters. Several frost blisters
developed during each of the four winters, with freezing
indices ranging from3544 to 4334 degree-days of freezing
82.7 to 155.5 mm
and withthe total snowfall ranging from
H 2 0 . During the coldest winter with the highest snowfall
(1974/75), four or five blisters developed; during the mild
winter withthe least snowfall(1977/78), four blisters developed; only three blisters developed during the relatively
cold winter with moderate snowfall (1975/76) and during
the relatively mild winter with somewhat higher snowfall
( 1976/77).
TABLE 3. Summaryof temperature and precipitation
data for Norman Wells for the period September 1974 to
September 1978
Periods
9/74-9175

184

Period with T,,,,
<PC 186
continuously, days
Freezingindex,"C-days,
3544 4252
based on T,,,
Extreme Tmin,"C
Date of occurrence
Precipitation, mm H 2 0
Rain, mm H 2 0
Snow, mm H 2 0

9/75-9116

9176-9/77

9/77-9/18

202
4334

The potential effect of snow cover would normally be
much attenuated at the Bear Rock spring site
as a result of
incorporationof the snowfall in icings forming the
in glade,
which eliminates most of the insulating capacity of the
snow. Even during the 1974/75 winter the total snowfall
(155.5 mm H20) would onlyhave contributed between 10
and 15 percent to the thickness of the icing (ranging in
to
thickness from1 . 1 to 1.5 m), thus adding relatively little
the overall thermalresistance. No evidence was foundto
indicate that wind conditions had significantly increased
the snow cover in the glade through drifting during any
of
the four winters. Incorporation of drifting snow into the
icings would in any case have cancelled out most of the
potential increase in insulation. The tops of developing
frost blisters are usually kept relatively snow-free by wind.
Comparison of parts a and b of Figure 15 indicates that
the first frost blister of the 1977/78 winter (D78) started
developing approximately 63 days after the start of the
period with daily meantemperatures continuously below
0°C.By that time the freezing index had reached 11 15
degree-days and freezing could easily
have penetrated
0.6 m, the average thickness of
into the ground as deep as
frozen soil on this frost blister.
The freezing index reached the same valueof approximately 1 1 15 degree-days on 5 December in both
the 1974175
and 1975/76 winters and on 20 December in the 1976/77
winter, according to Figure 16. This suggests that the
starting date for thedevelopment of frost blisters at Bear
Rock probablyvaries by not more than about 15 days. The
much heavier early snowfall in the 1974/75 winter (more
than 80 cm by 5 December, compared to between 30 and
45 cm in the three otherwinters) might have delayed the
start of frost blistering, but only if a significant proportion
of the snow had not yet been incorporated into icings
forming inthe glade.
Five of the seven notable subsidence events recorded
by the time-lapse photography during the 1977/78 winter
coincided with sudden drops in the daily mean temperature (Fig. 15). This is regarded as anindication that partial
subsidence of frost blisters during the winter results from
draining of part of the contained water as a consequence of
rupturing triggered by contraction-cracking
of frozen ground
and ice, which is itself caused by a sudden lowering of
temperature.
Frost-blister development stopped, according to the
time-lapse photography, on 22 April 1978, when frost blisdate coincides
ter E-C78 attained its maximum height; this
with the end of the period with daily meantemperatures
continuously below0°C.

3560

Distribution of Environmental Isotopes in Frost-Blister Ice
-49.4
-47.9
14-1-75
11-12-75
9-12-76
5-12-77
271.5
250.0
116.0
149.1
155.5
100.9

-46.7

-41.2

231.1
120.8
110.3

266.9
184.2
82.7

Ice samples from the frost blisters at Bear Rock have
been analysedfor deuterium and oxygen-18, to determine
whether the ice layers in the frost blisters form by freezing
inanopen system (continuouslyreplenishedbyflowthrough), in a closed system (with inflow only), or in an
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FIG. 16. Cumulative freezing degree-days and cumulative snow cover for the Norman Wells area, for the winters 1974/75, 1975/76, 1976177 and
1977178.
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intermittently leaky system, and to determine the source water. Equilibrium is apparently not reached if the freezing rate exceeds 2 mm-h", or if the residual water is not
of the water that formed the ice.
vigorously agitated during
the process; at a freezing rate of
Water molecules containing the lower-energy, heavy
isotopes (2Hand I8O)are preferentially incorporated in the 5 mm.h", isotopic fractionations reached only about50%
of the equilibrium values.
solid phase during freezing, while the residual liquid becomes
In the case of frost blisters, with the ice forming below
a
depleted withrespect to those isotopes. Laboratory experiments by Suzuoki and Kimura
(1973) have shownthat the layer of frozen soil (and possibly snow), the rate of ice
formation 'is likely to be less than 2 mm-h" (less than
6l80 and 2i2H values for ice formed in equilibrium with
water will show positive shifts of about 3%0 and 21%0, 5 cmin 24 hours), but it is unlikely that the remaining
respectively, relative to the 6 l 8 0 and a2H of the original water will be agitated vigorously. Therefore one would
expect to find isotopic shifts of less than +3%0 (in 8l8O)
and +21%0 (in E2H) relative to the spring water, if the
+e0
slow
0
frost-blister ice were formed in an open system. If the
A
'TOP
I
a
frost-blister ice were formed in equilibrium with
the water
+&
in
a
closed
system,
however,
continued
slow
freezing
of
* tt t t +
the shrinking reservoir would result in progressive depletion of the remaining water with respect to the heavy
tt
isotopes; the ice, although enriched relative
to the remain++
ing
water,
would
also
reflect
the
progressive
depletion
tt
I
relative to the original water. This effect wouldaccelerate
as the liquid reservoir shrinks and the fractionation effects
would be most strongly displayed bythe last ice formed.
The 6 l 8 0 values for ice samples cut from a drill core
obtained fromfrost blister C75 were reported by Fritz and
Michel (1977) and discussed by van Everdingen (1978);
t
tt
'
a2H values for the same samples werereported by Michel
t
++
SPRINGS
and Fritz (1978). Figure17apresents a plot of 6'*0 and a2H
t
't
v
-2b
-24
vs. depth for these samples. Results of isotope analyses for
+ 6'80, %o SMOW
ice samples collected
in 1977from the top, centre and base
of the icelayer in frost blister H77 are presented in Figure
6*H,qoo SMOW
17b. The mean isotopic composition of the spring water is
-190
-180
-170'
-160
-150
-140
-1 30
I A
I
I
I
indicated
in Figures 17a and 17b for comparison.
A
50
SPRINGS
-TOP OF I C E The
isotope
data for frost-blister C75 can only beinter/+
preted as resulting from slow freezingin a closed system
I
/
(Fritz andMichel,1977;Micheland
Fritz, 1978;van
I
/
Everdingen, 1978). The samples in the upper part of the
/
/
core show values less negative than those for the spring
water, reflecting the positive fractionation of a2Hand 6l8O
I
/
70
during freezingof the spring water; the increasingly more
I
/
negative values in the lower part of the core result from
I
continued freezing of the shrinking reservoir that is pro/
5
t
c
gressively being depleted withrespect to the heavier isoP
I
/
topes. The most negative values found
in ice from this
core
n
(-26.2%0
and
-196.2%0
for
6I8O
and
a2H,
respectively)
I
/
30
indicate that the 6 l 8 0 and a2H values in the final residual
/
I
reservoir may have fallen as low as -2W00 and -215%0
/
respectively.
I
/
The bottom 18 cm of the lower core from frost blister
I
/
C75 consisted of frozen silt, sand and fine
gravel; no cavity
was found between the ice and the frozen soil materials.
110
The latter are presumed to represent the permafrost that
-2'6
-2'5
-2'4
-2'3
-2l2
-:
underlies the Bear Rock glade; frozen ground was encountt 6"0, qoo SMOW
ered at depths ranging from 65 to 85 cm on 24 September
1977 and on14 September 1978. The core hole was located
FIG. 17. 6'H and 6"O vs. depthfor ice layers in Bear Rock,frost
near
the edge ofthe frost blister and it therefore
is
possible
in
blisters: (a) samples from drill core C75;
from(b) samples from hole cut
top of H77.
that the ice at this point completely filled
the space created
'
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between the seasonally frozen soil and the permafrost storage and restricting water movement; freezingof spring
during development of the frost blister. This tentative water on the surface starts formingicings(Fig.
1812).
explanation issupported by the isotope data in Figure17a Continued freezing of the ground and formation of icing
which indicate that samples 22 and 23 (with the most may eventually freezethe spring outlets. Increasing
negative isotope values) correspond to the last aliquot of restriction of water movement in the remaining nonfrozen
water from the residual reservoir to be turned into ice portion of the active layer leads to increases in the hydrau(Michel andFritz, 1978). Most of
the ice (above sample 23) lic potential to a magnitude that will eventually enable
was formed by freezing from
the top downwards in response uplifting of the seasonally frozen ground and any overlyto negative air temperatures; a minor portion of the ice ing icing (Fig. 18/3a). Actual uplifting will
occur at the
(samples 23 to 25) may have formed by freezing advancing
point or points where the most favourable combination of
upwards fromthe permafrost.
relatively low resistance
to deformation of the frozen ground
The isotope data for the samples fromfrost blister H77 and relatively rapid supply
of water is found. The observashow a pattern similar to that shown by the ice from frost tions since 1975 indicate that such points are located priblister C75 above sample 23. The main difference between marily on the outflow channels of the springs.
the two is the considerably flatter slope exhibited by the
It is possiblethat the distribution of frost blisters at the
ti2H vs. SI8O line calculated for H77 (about 3.5) as com- Bear Rock springsite reflects the existence of a system of
pared to the approximate slope of that line for the lower small taliks,each feeding a minor seep, in addition to the
portionoftheC75 core(about 6.3). Both slopes,
as expected, main taliksthat feed the springs identifiedin Figures 3 and
are flatter than the slope of the meteoric water line (7.5for 18. Such small taliks would locally provide
the favourable
Fort Smith; 8.0t 0.1 world-wide). Weighted-mean valuescombination of water supply andexcess pressure (relative
of S1'0 and S2H for the samples from frost-blister C75 to deformation resistance) referred to above. If that is the
(-23.3%0 and -170.3%0) and for the samples from frost case, then the icings in the glade would represent disblister H77(-22.8%0and-177.1%0)
are similar to the charge from the main springs, whereas discharge fromthe
mean valuesfor the spring water (-23.1%0 and- 177.4%0), seeps would be responsible for the growth of the frost
confirming that the ice layers are formed fromthe spring blisters. It would perhaps also explain why frost blisters
water.
appear to be a permafrost phenomenon; groups of small
The isotope data thus indicate that the frost-blister ice is permeable taliks in permafrost are more likely to be selfformed from spring water in a closed system. Evidence maintaining than small seeps in non-permafrostlowfrom the time-lapse photography, supported
by fieldobser- permeability materials.
vations, indicates that some frost blisters may rupture,
The water injected into a frost blister during the uplift
drain and refill duringtheir development. Such an event freezes gradually fromthe top down, forming clean maswould be reflected in the isotope curves for the ice by a sive ice. It was presumed by van Everdingen(1978) that
sudden return to values somewhat less negative than the uplifting would proceedslowly; that the ice layer developspring-water values, followed by a renewed progressive ing in a frost blister would deform plasticallyrather than
depletion withdepth.
by fracturing; and that the strength of the seasonally frozensoilwould prevent sudden deformation.The 1978
observations,
however, indicate that uplifting may pfoTHE FROST-BLISTER PHENOMENON
ceed as fast as 0.55 m-day". It is therefore not surprising
The Model
that developing frost blisters do on some occasions rupThe environmentalconditions that are required to ena- ture (Fig. 18/4a);contraction fractures induced by sudden
ble the formation of frost blisters were identified by van cold periods mayprovide the triggering mechanism (Fig.
Everdingen (1978) as: perennial dischargeof groundwater 15). Depending on fracture location, part or all ofthe water
with a low temperature; presence of a layer of very low may drain out, leading to partial subsidence of the then
permeability (suchas perennially frozen ground) closeto unsupported frozen soil and ice
cover of the blister. Gradthe surface; and a long winter with daily mean tempera- ual refilling withwater will allow the fractures to heal, as
tures below freezing. On the basis of the 1978 data pres- shown in Figure 9a.
ented above, itshould be added that a freezing index
When the daily meantemperature rises above O'C, frost
exceeding 1100 degree-days appears to berequired to penetration and encroachment will stop, halting further
initiate frost-blister development under the discharge and increases in hydraulic potential. Consequently, frostground conditions prevailingat Bear Rock.
blister growthwill also stop, as
observed during the 1977/78
An outline of the sequence of events during the forma- winter. Initial thawingaround the spring orificeswill tend
tion and degradation of frost blisters (and icing blisters) to relieve hydraulicpotential, especially in the frost blister
was also given by van Everdingen (1978),
starting with the that was formed last, encouraging subsidence (cf. frost
situation in the fall (Fig, 18/1). During earlywinter, freez- blister G78, Fig. 15).
ing penetrates progressively intothe saturated active layer
Melting of snow and icing in springtime exposes the
underlying the glade, reducing boththe transmissivity and actual frost blister (Fig. 18/5a).The cover of frozen soil is
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graduallyweakenedbythawing,leading
to subsidence the water-filled cavity would be 3.63 m H20 (35.5 kPa).
and/or collapse (Fig. 18/6a). Portions of the ice layer in the Similarly, one finds a minimum required hydraulicpotenfrost blister may last through the summer and sometimes tial of4.31 m H20 (42.2 kPa) for thecompositeicing
blister andfrost blister E76 (4.20m high; consisting, from
well into the second summer after its formation.
Diagrams illustratingthe formation of a frost blister, as a top to bottom, of 1.5 m icing, a 0.9 m high cavity, 0.2 m
result of freezing that impedes percolationof water in the soil, approximately 0.6m ice anda 1.2 m high cavity). The
active layer, were presented byMuller(1945:Fig.29,
highest frost blister observed at Bear Rock, G78 (approxmodified after Nikiforoff, undated). The one objection to imately 4.9 m high, witha soil cover of about 0.6m and an
those diagrams is that they show a nonfrozen portion of ice layer approximately
0.75 m thick) would have required
the active layer being lifted by the water in the cavity.
a hydraulic potential of about 5.8 m H 2 0 (56.8 kPa).
Formation oficing blisters is similar to that of frost
The forces required to overcomethe deformation resistblisters, the main difference beingthat no frozen ground isance of the cover of a frost blister are more difficult to
being lifted but only icing
ice, by water channeling between determine; both elastic and plastic deformation presumicing layers (Fig. 18/3b). As the cover of an icing blister ably playa role in the process. The strength of the layer of
lacks the strength provided by a layer of frozen ground, frozen soilis dependent on a number of factors such as ice
icing blisters are likely to rupture more readily than frost content, grain-size distribution and grainshape, strain rate
blisters (Fig. 18/4b). Rupturing, followed by partial suband temperature distribution. The strength of the frostsidence, resealing and renewed uplift,
are therefore likely blister icedepends onits degree of homogeneity, the preto be experienced morefrequently by icing blisters. Icing vailing temperaturesand the strain rate; the gradual increase
blisters are destroyed more rapidly than
frost blisters (Fig. in the thickness of the ice-layer with time presents an
18/5b); bythe summer littleor no evidence is left of their additional complication. Noneof the factors involved are
earlier existence (Fig. 18/6b).
known in much
detail; their relative influenceis difficult to
In cases where the fractures formed duringrupture of a define with any degreeof reliability. It is likely, however,
frost blister or icing blisterare located low onits flanks, air that the actual deformation of the frost-blister cover at any
may beentrapped inside the blister whenthe fractures are one point is minor, because of the small ratios between
resealed by freezing. Compression of the entrapped air vertical and horizontal dimensions.
It appears possible, nevertheless, todetermine the approxwould make future rupture of such a blister explosive in
character. Accumulation of gases carried in the ground- imate magnitude of the hydraulic forces involved. A frost
water could lead to a similar effect. Such explosive rup- blister occupies only a small portionof a Iarge area subject
tures have been described in the literature from several to both frost penetrationand, potentially, buildupofhydraulic pressure. As stated earlier, frost blisters form at points
places (e.g. Sloan et al., 1976).
where the combination
of deformation resistance and water
supply is most
favourable, e.g. where the depth of freezing
Minimum Required Water Pressures
is slightly less because of somewhat higher convective
During the formation of a frost blister significantforces heat supply by movinggroundwater. When water is being
are required to overcome the resistance against deforma- injected into a developing frost blister, that frost blister
to the
tion of the gradually thickeninglayer of ice in the blister, must constitute a point of lower potential compared
as well as of the layers of seasonally frozen ground and surrounding area, otherwise the groundwater would not
move toward and into it; instead, it would lift the whole
icing covering the blister, and to support and lift them.
Using the heights shownin Figure 12 for two of the frost area. Growth of the frost blister stops when the potentials
blisters (D75 and E76) and the thicknesses of the various in the water in the frost blister andin the surrounding area
have been equalized. It can therefore be concluded that
materials overlying theirrespective cavities, van Everdingen
(1978) calculated minimum hydraulic potentials, at the the hydraulic potentials calculated earlier, equal to the
bottom of the water-filled cavities in these frost blisters, weight per unit area of the overburden plus the water
that would be requiredjust to support the overlying mate- column in the frost blister, are adequate to overcome the
rials towards the endof their growthcycle, as 2.65 m H20 deformation resistance. In the case of frost blister G78, for
by a
and 4.90 m H 2 0 , respectively. Resistance to deformation example, the overburden would be supported initially
force equivalent to 0.96 m H20 (9.4 kPa), increasing to
of the frozen materials was nottaken into account.
The results of the calculations published by van Ever- 1.64 m H20 (16.1 kPa), leaving a force decreasing from
dingen (1978) were incorrect because of erroneous inter- 4.84 m H20 (47.4 kPa) to 4.16 m H 2 0 (40.7 kPa) to overpretation of the stratigraphyof the blisters.A reinterpretation come the deformation resistance.
of the data shows that frost blister D75(2.91 m high)
The actual magnitude
of the hydraulic potentials involved
contained a cavity about 2.06 m high, below an ice layer
of in frost-blister development could presumably be deter0.85 m and a soil cover of 0.50 m. Assuming densities of mined by drilling and pressure measurements. However,
0.9 for ice, 1.6 for saturated frozen soil and 1.O for water, no reliable method has yet been devisedto seal a pressureat bottom of measuring device into the ice layer of a frost blister for a
the minimum required hydraulic potential the
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period long enoughto allow full recovery of the pressure
loss occasioned by drilling and installation of the device.
At the Bear Rock spring site, the increased hydraulic
potentials occur only duringthe winter; they are provided
by the groundwater flow system that feeds the springs. As
the discharge from the springs is gradually impeded by
reduction of transmissivity caused by freezing
of the ground,
progressively higher hydraulicpotentials will beautomatically transmitted to the discharge area, because other
outlets with lower overall hydraulic resistance apparently
do not exist.

Lake, about 70 km north of Norman Wells (van Everdingen,
1978) and for materials underlying and overlying the ice
layer of a frost blister along the Alaska Highway near
Donjek River, Yukon (van Everdingen, 1982) have been
included in Figure 19 for comparison. Frost blisters can
apparently form in materials with a wide range of grainsize distributions, provided that the water-supplyand temperature conditions are satisfied.
Other Occurrences of Frost Blisters

From the foregoing itis clear that the occurrence of frost
blisters is notrestricted to the Bear Rock springsite. Frost
The Influence of Grain-Size Distribution
blisters can form
wherever the required conditionsof water
The observations at Bear Rock indicate that frost blis- supply, permeability and temperature are satisfied. One
layers up to 0.85 m thick, can example, at the spring site northeast of Turton Lake
ters up to 4.9 m high, with ice
be formed in a single winter if a supply of groundwater (65"53'15''N, 126"30'W), was mentioned above; soil conwith a sufficiently high hydraulic potential is available. ditions there are similar to those at Bear Rock (Fig. 19).
Grain-size distribution, which appears to play a limiting
A second exampleis located on the north shore near the
role in the formation of many occurrences of subsurface east end of Kelly Lake (65"24'19"N, 126"05'45''W), where
segregated ice, does not appear to have a limiting influ- a low gravel-coveredfrost blister was found inthe unvegetated outflow area of a group of springs described by
ence on the occurrence of frost blisters.
Results of grain-size analyses of soil materials overlying Michel (1977).
Groups of small frost mounds (1.O to 3.7 m high and 6 to
the ice layer in three of the Bear Rockfrost blisters, B75,
C75 and D75 (van Everdingen, 1978) are shown in Figure 30 m in diameter) form every winter in the valley of East
19. Grain-size analyses for material overlyingthe ice in a Blackstone River just north of North Fork Pass, Yukon
frost blister at a spring site 21 km northeast of Turton (64"35'49"N, 138'18'34''W). These were interpreted as frost
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2) as havinggrownduring the
blisters by van Everdingen (1978);fresh frost blisters that Mackay(1975:473,Fig.
had formed in the 1977/78winter at this site were described
1973/74 winter and againby Mackay (1977:212, Fig. 5) as
by Hughes and van Everdingen (1979). Their topographic having grown during the 1974/75 winter, may also have
setting is similar to the Bear Rock occurrence: a short been a frost blister.
The “ice mound” described by Porsild (193853-54)frorn
distance downslope from springs at
the base of the mountains. Their cover, however, consists primarily of sedge near the lower east brarch of the Mackenzie Delta was
peat. They are the subject of a detailed study by W. H. interpreted as a frost blister by van Everdingen (1978) on
Pollard, University of Ottawa; the stone-free nature of the basis of its vegetation cover shown on a photograph
2). It may also have been
a
their cover makes drilling and, we hope, measurement of published by Porsild (1938: Fig.
water pressures in their cavities, more practical than at
very young pingo.
The above examples describe natural occurrences of
Bear Rock.
blisters which maypresent a hazard
A recent example of an exploded frost blister, in the frost blisters and icing
valley of Fish Creek near
the Trans-Alaska pipeline route to construction projects if not recognized in time. Maninduced changes in the groundwater and thermal regimes
(66“32’N, 15Oo44’E, approximately), was reported by Sloane
et al. (1976), who described it as an “exploded hillside may inadvertently create the combination of conditions
required for formation of frost blisters at locations where
icing mound”. An up-ended soil and ice block shown in
their Figure5 (Sloane et al., 1976:7) can be seen to consist they do not occur under natural conditions. One such
of, from top to bottom (left to right in the photograph): occurrence, on the Dempster Highway about6 km east of
N..T., was described by van Everdingen
approximately 40 cm of layered icing ice, 35 cm of frozen Fort McPherson, W
(1978). During the first winter after construction of the
soil and 30cmof massive (frost blister) ice. The topographic setting was apparently similar to those described highway embankment, differential uplifting affected an
above; details about the soil materials involved were not area more than 100 m wide alongthe highway andextendgiven.
ing more than 200 m upstream from where the highway
Both frost blisters and icingblisters have recently been crosses a shallowdrainage depression. Compaction of
described fromthe Olgoin-go1river valley inthe southern water-bearing materials under the weight of the embankpart of the Bayan-Nuurin-khotnor basin, Khangai Moun- ment fill and, possibly, aggradation of permafrost below
tains, Mongolia(47”N,100’E, approximately)by Froehlich the embankment, reduced the transmissivity, thereby impedand Slupik (1978a, b and c) and by Froehlichet al. (1978). ing subsurface drainage from an unnamed lake
upstream,
Terms usedby those authors to describe the frost blisters southeast of the highway. The resulting increase in hydrauwere: seasonal earth mound, seasonal “winter pingo”, lic potentialcaused uplift, followedby repeated rupture of
seasonal frost mound, ice-covered ground mound and ice- the seasonally frozen surficial materials, and buildup of
cored mound covered with ice
(Froehlich et al., 1978); icing that overtopped the embankment.
seasonal pingo mound and seasonal pingo-type mound
A similar occurrence, along a 4.5 km longsection of the
(FroehlichandSlupik,1978a);icemound,ice-covered
Alaska Highway westof Tanacross in Alaska, during the
ground mound,“winter pingo”-type ice mound and “win- 1943/44winter, was described by Eager and Pryor (1945363-67).
ter pingo”-type seasonalice-mound (Froehlichand Slupik,
A low, widefrost blister wassuspected to have formed
1978b);and frost blister, seasonal hydrolaccolith,iceduring the 1979/80 winter in the upstream portion of an
cored mound, ice-coredearth mound and “winter pingo” icingareaatkm 1817.5ontheAlaskaHighway(6lo38’36”N,
(Froehlich and Slupik, 1978~).Although translation diffi- 139’43’14”W)just east of Donjek River (vanEverdingen,
culties undoubtedly compounded
this profusion of terms it 1982).The ice of this frost blister was covered
by peat and
is no worse thanthe terminological confusion observedin volcanic ash; gravelly sandy “till” formed the floor of a
the North American literature. The term fvost blister still low cavity below the ice. Grain-size analyses for the ash
appears to be one of the handiest; the term seasonalpingo and the “till” are included in Figure 19.
used by Froehlich and Slupik (1978a)
for the seasonal frost
Finally, uncontrolled flow
of subpermafrost water from
mounds of the same type in Mongolia may be equally
artesian wells may
create the water-supply condition required
appropriate.
for the formation of frost blisters, as shownbyLine11
An “icing mound” on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, (1973). A water-supply well drilled in the Farmers Loop
N.W.T.,describedbyMackay(1977:213-214),whichformed Road Research Area, Fairbanks, Alaska, became unconin the 1975/76 winter and collapsed in August 1976, con- trolled whenartesian water was encountered at a depth of
tained a cavity, 1.65 m high at the centre and 12 by 15 m 32.9 m on 3 May 1946. Althoughefforts to control the flow
across, showing horizontal water-level markstheoninside appeared to have been successful, surface icings, extendice surface. On the basis of this descriptionthe mound was ing several kilometres from the well site, formed during
interpreted as being a frost blister by van Everdingen
the 1948/49 winter; a frost blister had developed by early
(1978). The mound was located
near the edge of a pingo, in April 1949at a point about 4 km from the well. A crack 2.5
the basin of a drained lake; the material was sandy lake- to 12.7 cmwide,extendingover45 malongtheridgeofthe
bottom sediment. A second “icing mound” described by blister, was found to be sealed with ice over most of its
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length, butwater was flowing from it several
in
places. An
idealized section of the frost blister published by Line11
(1973: Fig. 4) shows 0.3 to 0.6 m icing, 0.2 m of frozen
an upward
moss and0.5 m of seasonally frozen silt overlying
bulge of the permafrost; water under “hydrostatic head”
is shown occupyinga small pear-shaped closed talik
at the
centre of the permafrost bulge. It should be regarded as
unlikely that such a bulge existed in the permafrost; it is
more likelythat the “talik” was a wide, flat-bottomed and
dome-shaped, water-filled cavity, similar to those found in
the Bear Rock frost blisters; and that an ice layer was
present between the frozen silt andthe talik (ata depth of
1.0 to 1.3 m below the icing surface).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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